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The best-selling BabyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s First Bible has a new size and a new cover! Featuring beloved

Bible stories from both the Old and New Testaments, this popular CarryAlong with plastic handle is

a perfectly portable first Bible.The best-selling BabyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s First Bible is the perfect introduction

for young children to the Bible. Carefully selected stories timeless verses, and delightful rhymes

take young children on a journey from creation through the resurrection. Perfectly portable with a

built-in plastic handle, this book can go anywhere. A simple activity on each spread, peek-through

windows, and beautiful illustrations will make BabyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s First Bible a book to treasure!
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"This sturdy little book with peek-through windows on several pages offers 10 classic Bible stories . .

. bright, cheerful illustrations." -- Detroit Free Press --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Vic Tebbs is a children's book editor. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.



I'm giving this 2 stars so it stands out... since you can't look at all of the pages inside the book

before you purchase it. Hope this is helpful.Pros...Well made, seems durableBright colored

picturesCut-outs to peak at next pagesEach story has a suggested action ("Look outside. Point at

things God has made.")Cons...The book rhymes... then it doesn't... the next story it does again...

then it doesn't... Just a weird editing miss!!! Really messes with the flow of reading it to your child.

Awkward sounding.Subtle race things... SO subtle that I DO NOT think they were intentional. Many

people wouldn't see it or care. If you happen to have adopted or have a biracial family (or just not

white?) you're no doubt more aware of these things. So if that's you... Pretty simply, Adam & Eve

are white, a lot of the kids around Jesus are white. There is a great page with many ethnicities

represented, but even Jesus pretty much looks like a white guy with brown hair. I really like some of

Debby Anderson's books where Jesus is tan/brown (he was born in the Middle East). It's just more

accurate :) I won't say more than that so as not to seem overly critical or offend those who don't

personally get the issue. But for anyone who appreciates the heads up, there you have it.

I have purchased two of these Bibles now for two different baptisms, and my toddler niece really

loves it. She enjoys carrying it around by the handle (although this does make it a bit harder to store

with "normal" books), and it is one of her favorites. The pages are sturdy, the sayings are short &

sweet (no more than two sentences), and usually rhyme. However, my favorite aspect is the

wonderful pictures, filled with animals and God's creations. The pages even prompt the adult reader

to ask the child if he/she can name the animals in Noah's Ark, what sounds they make, etc.

Although obviously very basic in nature, this book makes learning about Jesus fun for any toddler. I

definitely recommend it as a baptism gift for a new baby.

My almost 2 year old grandson loves this book I love the cute illustrations and easy to read

messages. We also have and love the Catholic prayers book that has similar style artwork.

Baby's First Bible, (A Carry Along Treasury), is a wonderful first Bible for a young child. The stories

are justthe right length, and the illustrations are very nice. I'm looking forward to sharing this with my

soon-to-be-borngrandson. I'm a retired school librarian, and I'm very pleased with this Bible's

chosen stories from the Old and NewTestaments and the pictures. I'm also a retired elementary

school teacher, and I like the suggested activities to do witha young child that go along with each

story. Plus, a child will enjoy looking through the windows that are on some ofthe pages.



Very nice size and quite sturdy. Colorful pictures. Great product for a little one, especially with the

handle to carry the book along

I have bought many of these for grandchildren and friends' babies. Wonderful teaching tool, not just

about the Bible, but about learning the names of animals and other objects, as well as counting

items. Excellent craftsmanship. Wipes spills and jelly off wonderfully.Kids love the handle and the

fastener. I treasure one from a teen grandson that is "all to pieces" from love and learning.

My special needs granddaughter is sixteen and was given one at birth. She has worn out her

second 'Baby's First Bible'. She does not talk but does make her wishes known. It is one of her

favorite books. I practically know it by heart. I will be ordering another for her. The one I ordered

recently was part of a shower gift for my niece's identical twin daughters due in Oct. It also arrived in

time for the shower I gave for the twins yet to be born.

Love the little handle on this Bible. My kids like to carry it with them. The colors are vibrant, and the

words are simple and easy to understand. This is a super cute little book. My son destroyed the first

one we had, so, I bought another. We incorporate this small Bible into our nighttime routine. It is

NOT comprehensive, but is a great starting point for conversation with your children.
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